13 September 2016

Synertec Attends ISPE Asia CSV Events
In late August 2016, Kylie Brailsford, Synertecs PMO and Validation Group Manager, attended two
important Computerised Systems Validation events in Asia. The events comprised a dedicated
CSV training seminar in Malaysia, and the CSV stream of the annual ISPE Singapore Conference.
Overall Kylie found that our local CSV experience is current and keeping pace with expectations of
the wider region, and that Data Integrity is a hot topic in Asia as it is in Australia.
In Malaysia, Kylie was fortunate to hear from one of the world’s leading CSV experts and GAMP
author, Tony Margetts. Tony provided a succinct overview of a complete CSV lifecycle, and it’s
application to ERP systems. On the second day, the WHO Guidance on Data Integrity was
presented, with the main take away message being that data needs to be managed, whether it’s
electronic or paper based. Finally David Paspa of Synertec Asia presented an alternative approach
to CSV. David’s philosophy brings it back to basics and logical, practical thinking and will provide
benefit to streamlining CSV projects for Synertec and our clients.
In Singapore, presentations covered topics such as Managing CSV Audits, MES in Pharma,
Automated Warehousing, and Data Integrity, again highlighting this as a focus area. The
presenters were all experts in their fields and provided good guidance on HOW to achieve positive
outcomes in these environments.
Kylie manages Synertec’s Project Management Office and Validation & Compliance department,
bringing over 20 years’ experience in the life sciences, water and oil & gas industries. Her
systematic approach allows her to manage projects form both the broad and detailed lenses
providing project management and validation approaches that are both practical and compliant.
For any GMP Validation & Compliance enquiries please forward you requestions to
info@synertec.com.au
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